Term and conditions of use for Central Hall ETC Congo Junior.

Society is responsible for it at all times until we acknowledge receipt of it at an agreed time on _______________

Any loss or damage will be charged back to the society, Including any hire costs to cover repair period (loss of use) and our time to administer the repairs.

No food or drink anywhere near it – ie: the whole tech area.

The desk must not be used as rest for scripts. This damages the faders.

Any student show saved to the internal drive must be removed prior to hand back, shows already saved on the desk must not be tampered with.

If any of these conditions are breached, AV department reserves the right to remove the desk immediately and will substitute with a ZERO88 Bullfrog.

I hereby agree to the above term and conditions.

Society____________________________________________

Print name___________________________________________

Signed ___________________________ Date:____________________